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This photographer and model railroader brings model trains to 
life from behind the lens
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What led you to photograph model trains?
Some grow up liking girls and beer—I also liked trains. In terms of photography, that was my 
father’s hobby—he had lots of nice cameras. Popular Photography was probably the first 
magazine I ever read. I started taking pictures for the high school newspaper, with a little 
compact 2¼x3¼ Speed Graphic. Once I started building trains, I got to know other model 
railroaders. One was a professional photographer, and he urged me—back in the ’60s—to start 
taking pictures of models, wisely advising me to “do it in color.” One thing led to another; I sent 
an article into Kalmbach Publishing and started doing some work. That was 1975.
Describe your approach.
I take pictures of real trains. When the typical person takes a picture of a locomotive, it’s usually 
a three-quarter view, and they all look alike. How do you tell the story? I ask, “What 
environment is this railroad is in? What does it do?” I take the same approach to a model—I try 
to capture scenes. For my Boston & Maine New Hampshire division layout, I tried to include the
unique architecture up there. It’s different than suburban New York—the amount of Greek 
Revival architecture. I found it very attractive.
How do you light your scenes?
Everything is taken on a tripod using continuous light sources. I use Lowel Tota- and Omni-
lights—you can shoot under fluorescents, but the lighting is very diffused. With hot lights, you 
can create shadows, like the sun.
What equipment do you use?
I don’t need a lot of horsepower, as far as cameras go. I started with a Rolleiflex and I had a 
Linhof 4x5. Now I use a couple of very basic Canons. I started shooting digital several years ago 
with the first EOS Digital Rebel. I decided I needed a backup, so I just bought a Rebel T1i with 
the 18–55mm f/3.5–5.6 IS kit lens. It’s perfect for model railroading. It focuses close (9 inches) 
and stops down to as much as f/36, which is very important. We’re taking photographs of things 
fairly close up, and you need the depth of field to go maybe six feet back. You can’t just have the
front of the locomotive in focus and have everything else fuzzy.
Do you achieve your depth of field solely in the camera?
I use software called Helicon Focus for extended depth of field and focus-stacking. You take 
several photographs at different focal points, and the software takes the sharpest point of each 
exposure and combines it into a single exposure. That means I can have a finger practically 
touching the lens in focus, and 20 feet away have the wall in focus. If it’s a routine picture that 
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won’t get blown up, I’ll stop down to f/29 or higher to get the depth of field. But if it could be on
the magazine’s cover or a double-page spread, I open the lens up where it should be, f/8.
Are you primarily a photographer or a model railroader?
I really think I’m both. Over the years, I’ve done everything from weddings to news 
photography, but now I specialize in model-railroad photography. It would be tough to do model 
photography without also being a serious model railroader. I want to inspire others to improve 
their modeling skills. The ideal photograph, a guy looks at it and says, “Oh, I didn’t know that 
was a model.” When you do that, you know you’ve done it well.
Paul Dolkos, seen above with his Baltimore layout, has shot model railroad layouts for decades 
for magazines such as Model Railroader_. You can see his work atPopPhoto.com/dolkos._

http://popphoto.com/dolkos._


How To Do Model Train Photography
A lot of my photos on this website are to document a technique or a project or are "shot from the hip"

on layout tours and train shows where lighting can't be controlled. I don't go crazy trying to make the 

photograph as perfect as it can be.

However, in past years and in several houses I lived in I had built complete darkrooms and 

photogaphy was a major hobby. I used to process my own film (Ansco for colour and Ilford for B & 

W) and would spend hours trying to get the perfect shot. I am by no means a professional 

photographer, but I have picked up a few things over the years.

Much has changed since the introduction of digital cameras, DSLRs and image manipulation 

software like Photoshop. The basics, however, haven't changed much.

Camera Selection

For most of us, price is going to be a factor here. If you plan on doing indoor photos of trains on your

layout, a good SLR (single lens reflex) 35mm camera will work fine. If you can afford the more 

expensive Digital SLR (DSLR), even better. A camera that allows you to change lenses is even more

useful. For model train photography a wide angle lens is a good second choice. The depth of field is 

greater than a "normal" or medium focal length lens, but you have to be careful of distortion. I 

currently use a Canon Rebel T3i digital camera.

Let's consider what you can do with your camera.

Lighting

This is a big subject. The main problem is to get the lighting where you want it and keep it off of 

things you don't want to see. Shadows are often the culprit.

Without getting into skrims, umbrellas, and other paraphanalia, let's just try to keep these model train

photography tips in mind.

 Put away your flash to avoid hot spots.

If you want to use a flash, angle it towards the ceiling so the light doesn't fall directly on the subject. 

Add a softening filter in front of the flash unit if it is an add-on flash. These are usually white plastic.

Check if your camera has a "fill" setting. Or turn off the flash. It is preferable to use lights on a tripod 

or position them with clamps. You can control the direction of the light with "barn doors" attached in 

front of the lights.



Note the high key light to act as the sun. 

The fill light is set lower and directed 

at a sheet of white posterboard. 

Both lights are set slightly 

to the right of the subject.

The lights have "barn doors" to help control shadows.

You can also hang a filter to soften the light. Set your key light high overhead the scene. If it is 

slightly behind the subject it gives more of a backlit effect. 

A slight backlight will make the scene "pop". I learned this from an article by renowned modeller, 

Malcolm Furlow, in an article in Model Railroader magazine back in the 80s.

Direct a second light into a white card (or a photograher's umbrella if you're lucky enough to have 

one). Start close to the scene and slowly move the light back until the light has a pleasing balance. A

light metre will help but you can go by eye. Malcolm suggested the fill light should be 2 f-stops less 

than the key light. 

One way of doing this is to use a 1000 watt bulb as your keylight and a 250 to 500 watt bulb for fill. 

What you're trying to do is have the key light act as the sun. 



This photo is taken from the right (lighted side). 

This is as if the sun was behind you 

over your shoulder.

This photo is taken from the left (shadowed side). 

Note how the shadows

on the building are falling.

The fill light fills in the holes to lighten up any harsh shadows. That's also why you want to bounce 

the fill light off a card. It's to keep the shadows from clashing.

Find a scene on your layout you want to photograph and experiment. Keep track of what your're 

doing on a notepad. You can always read back all the camera settings on a computer, but that won't 

tell you what you did with the lights.

 Just try to learn to control the shadows.



The all-forgiving photo software

Well, not totally all-forgiving, but a program like Photoshop or other photo-editing program can bail 

you out of a lot of errors.

You can crop, stitch, erase parts of the image, correct white balance and balance colours. I use 

Photoshop. It still can be tricky to get colours and white balance correct. That's why I suggest turning

off the house lights and using lamps designed for photography.

You also cannot correct for a blurred image. It's worth investing in some basic photo-editing software

and learning how to use it. 

In the two photos above I rotated the images slightly to get the subject more level and then cropped 

the images. I also adjusted the brightness and contrast. I didn't touch saturation or colour balance. I 

had set these to be compatible with the lights I was using. I could also have removed the benchwork 

support that's visible in the background.

 You can get really fancy, like adding smoke effects or replacing figures with real people. But that's 

going to get you out of the train room and into another hobby!

Finally, composition

I'm not going to tackle this one here. You know what picture you want to take. Try to keep unwanted 

elements out of the shot (or at least use the software to get rid of them).

Find a center of interest. Use the one-third/two-thirds rule of thumb, ie, don't have the centre of 

interest smack in the middle of the photo. Think of how someone's eye is going to get into the 

picture.

We normally start at the top left and follow an "S' curve towards the bottom of the scene, sort of like 

following a river through a landscape. 

Many digital cameras let you choose a viewing screen to help you position the subject. Try to keep a

foreground element to provide perspective and lend distance to the scene. The idea is to keep the 

photo from being boring. You want a little drama in the shot.

There, I did tackle composition a little bit. I still remember those Kodak books "Photography for 

Beginners" when I was a teenager. Worth reviewing as a refresher course.



Model Railway Photography

60026 arrives at Cement Quay Old Wharf with a 
and empty short rake of MFA high sided box 
wagons. The loco will uncouple and run around 
the train before propelling it under the screen for 
loading. There is no computer Photoshop jiggery 
pokery here, the sky is part of the layout painted 
onto a nice hight curved backdrop, something that
 is worth considering if you intend to photograph
 your layout alot.

I'm always being questioned about photographing model railways, so here is a 'reprint' from an 
article I penned for Model Rail July 2008 issue. Cameras have moved on a little since then in 
that most are capable from producing a good quality A3 print, but the basic rules are the same 
- 'light it well, keep it still'.

After spending very many hours and money on creating your favourite railway item in miniature, 
it’s quite likely you’re going to want to record the outcome to share with the friends, on a railway 
forum like RM Web, your own website, or of course the model railway press!

The last decade has seen photography change enormously, with mega-pixels & digits replacing 
film emulsion in this increasingly digital world we live in. This for the casual snapper this has 
been nothing but a good thing, for now with even the most inexpensive digital camera, what was
quite specialist photography is within the grasp of almost anybody.



OK, well, it’s not quite as simple as that, if it was I wouldn’t have written this guide! However, 
with a few simple rules and easy to grasp techniques, extraordinary good results can be had 
from the recent breed of high resolution small digital pocket cameras.

Let’s look at some of the key features that spoil good picture:

• Fuzzy?
• Noisy snowy pictures?

• Camera shake?

• Out of focus?

• Badly lit? 
• Off colour?
• Too light or too dark?
• Subject too far away?

An out of the box Bachmann 3MT. This has been shot under the

layout's own built in flu lighting which gives nice even 
illumination.

Despite many manufacturers claiming that, ‘their’ camera will turn you into a brilliant 
photographer with little effort, some basic techniques and a little understanding of photography 
will help to give some credibility to their claims though ultimately framing and composition is 
very much down to the user.



Super fine, fine, ordinary?

Before we take any pictures, we need to be sure that what we record has the potential to be the 
best quality possible. Always use the finest and biggest – it really does matter! If you’re taking 
pictures for the printed page, always shoot at the best quality jpeg. The computer screen is quite
forgiving, the printed page isn’t. If you’ve leant the camera to the kids or Aunty Mabel, the 
‘ordinary’ quality will be fine, after all there’s no point in filling up precious memory with stuff 
you’ll probably delete anyway (with apologies to any Mabels out there that are top 
photographers). For serious photography, only ‘Superfine’ (this term may vary depending on 
camera make) will do. You’ll know when you’ve found it, because it will be the setting that gives 
you the least number of pictures on your card. Good things come at a price! 

Size does matter!

Keep the camera still, the slightest movement

during exposure will spoil the shot

Indeed it does, well in digital photography anyway. Along with ‘superfine’ jpeg just discussed, 
you need to have the largest picture dimension selected, again as before, the printed page is far
less forgiving than the computer screen. Most people have found this out when they try to print 
a picture from the internet, it looks great on the screen but terrible printed. The terms here are 
pretty straight forward. ‘L’ meaning ‘large’, ‘M’ for medium & ‘S’ for small. Forget the last two, 
large is the only option despite what the local pub know-all or salesman down the camera shop 
might tell you. Again, it’s as before, you know when you’ve found it because it will give you the 
least number of frames on your memory card!

Noisy snowy pictures?

With the flash turned off when in dark places, you might well find that you get snowy noisy 
looking pictures? This is because your camera has automatically boosted its sensitivity. Whilst 



this may be fine for that boozy snapshot down the pub, you probably won’t want to see this 
effect in your pictures. Check your camera instruction and you should be able to adjust the 
camera’s ISO, this being the international standard used to rate digital cameras and film’s 
sensitivity to light. Simply speaking, the lower the number (ISO) the less noisy or grainy the 
picture will appear. For this reason we need to ideally select the lowest ISO.

Camera shake?

 

A small bean bag is a great tool. It stops the

camera from damaging the layout and keeps the camera

nice and still

 

However steady handed you think you are, because we’re photographing something often close
up, any movement will be amplified, making the slightest bit of camera shake looking like you 
took the picture during a 10 plus Richter scale earthquake! A tripod will always be a useful tool, 
however, if your interest in photography is only passing, understandably it’s unlikely you’ll want 
to invest in such. There are other options, you could try resting the camera on a cushion or 
table. A small bag of rice or purpose made bean bag can be very useful (get somebody nifty 
with a sewing machine or buy a purpose made one), it allowing you to adjust the angle of the 
camera with little effort.

A nifty trick is to find the camera’s ‘self timer’, that’s the setting you use when you want to do 
that self portrait whilst on holiday. OK, the idea isn’t that you do a self portrait of you and your 
favourite piece (well, you can if you like!), use the tool to fire off the camera without touching it – 
thus reducing the chance of camera shake when the shutter opens. Obviously the camera 
needs to be supported so that bean bag or bag of rice already mentioned will be ideal!



Out of focus?

Must modern digital cameras will focus very close indeed with their built in auto focus. For real 
close-ups, you’ll probably need to select ‘macro’ mode, this is often via a button with a ‘tulip’ 
icon depending on brand of camera. If unsure, check the camera instructions.

Some cameras will allow you to turn the auto focus off. If you have this option, which will again 
depend on make and model, this will have the advantage of letting you focus exactly where you 
want to. Another option is to point the camera at the part of the item you want in sharp focus, 
half press the shutter release (which will set the focus), then with your finger still half pressing 
the shutter release recompose the shot to the angle you want then fully depress the shutter 
release. If you’re using the self timer, you can fully press the shutter release button before 
recomposing, the 10 second delay giving you lots of time.

Mendip is captured mid-take at Catcott during the

making of 'The Return of the Titfield Thunderbolt'

during the late summer of 1956. Of course that's

complete tosh, but I can tell you that the is no computer

addition other than the splirt of smoke from the engine,

 which was added using the 'clouds' filter in Photoshop.

   How do I get more of the picture in focus?   

This will again depend on your camera make and model. With many makes, you can set the 



camera into ‘aperture priority’ mode, this is often displayed as ‘AV’. With this setting you can 
select a small aperture.

What’s all this small aperture thing? The aperture is an iris much like in ones eye, hold a finger 
up to your eye and really squint, you’ll notice that you might even be able to see your eyelashes,
finger and background all more or less in focus. Choosing a small aperture does the same thing,
meaning far more of the picture will be in focus – just what we want! This is known as ‘depth or 
field’, aperture is normally marked up as numbers, the higher the number, the greater the ‘depth
of field’.

Some of the simpler cameras will not let you have any control over aperture or shutter, user 
changes being via ‘scene modes’ where you select the type of picture you want to take. There 
are usually modes for ‘sport’, ‘portraits’, ‘landscapes’ fireworks, but sadly no mode for model 
railway close ups! For this reason you may have a problem getting the camera to select a small 
aperture for the close ups. However, if you can take your model out side into brighter light, it’s 
quite likely that the camera’s computer will select a smaller aperture.

If you have yet to buy a small digital camera, and you intend to do quite a bit of model railway 
photography, it would be a good idea to choose a camera that allows you to have control over 
the aperture setting.

Badly lit?

You must turn that flash off, direct camera flash doesn’t have a place in our world. Whilst it 
might be fine for family snaps, it will generally not do our model making any favours, creating flat
and quite often washed out pictures with no depth. This can usually be controlled by a button 
with a ‘lightning’ icon somewhere on the camera.

Getting your subject properly lit, the simplest way, is to take your model outside where the light 
is good. Overcast and sunshine work well in this respect, both giving different but equally good 
results.

Another option, especially if photographing a model railway, or using one as a backdrop for an 
engine or train, is to use the layout’s own lighting. Digital cameras generally have quite good 
automatic white balance control, which like the eye, should adapt to the lighting on the layout - 
more on white balance in a moment.



Too light or too dark?

It’s possible that the camera metering is being effected by something very bright or dark within 
the picture. Photographing a dark engine against a white background or visa versa will do this. 
Check your camera instructions to see if you can use manual exposure ‘M’ or exposure 
compensation (often marked as a +/- button).

Off colour?

The resulting photo from the set up below. The computer

smoke is optional of course.

 

The trick when doing this is to experiment a little, after all, cameras and lighting will vary. 
Sometimes the automatic white balance will refuse to work as well as you like, when this 
happens, you might want to experiment with some of the white balance ‘pre sets’, again look at 
your camera manual. White balance settings are often embedded in one of the menus, and will 
usually be indicated up with simple icons to reflect the type of light you are trying to balance for. 
Fluorescent lighting and the new ‘energy saver’ bulbs are the ones most likely to cause issue, 
due to there being so many different types. Some cameras will also allow you to balance for 
your specific light using a sheet of white paper in the scene prior to taking pictures.



One thing you cannot do, however clever your camera, is to mix different types of light. Daylight 
does not mix with tungsten, it being very blue and the latter very orange. The same problem 
occurs when trying to mix fluorescent lighting which can be very green. Keeping to just one type
of light gets around this, the camera can only correct for one type at a time.

What makes a good picture?

Try photographing your trains against a simple back ground. 
A large print was used here with the light coming in from the
garden. Note the tin foil to reflect a little light into 
the shadows.

If you’re photographing an item of rolling stock or engine which isn’t on a layout, try to place it in 
front of a background which isn’t too busy or distracting. Its simplest form can be placing the 
subject on a length of clean new track in front of a large sheet of curved paper.

Fill the frame, there’s no point in having a picture which needs to be enlarged at a later stage. 
Rather than zooming into your subject from far way, keep the zoom wide and fill the frame, you 
will get a more natural perspective.

Make sure your subject is totally dust free – I’m mean totally! The smallest amount of dust or 
fluff will really spoil a model.

Digital is a great tool, you can analyse the photographic progress as you go along, adjusting 
brightness, colour and focus then deleting sub standard images and correcting errors as many 



times as necessary. These cameras can also be very useful for checking progress of model 
making, sometimes errors and blemishes only show up when you see them on the back of the 
camera or computer screen. Because the camera is totally unforgiving, it can help us become 
more critical and better model maker - hopefully!

Useful camera purchase tips

• Buy a camera that has proper ‘aperture priority’, ‘scene modes’ are unlikely to offer 
enough flexibility.

• 5 mega pixels should be your minimum resolution.

• Get a decent sized memory card, the one often supplied is too small when shooting at 
the highest resolution and picture size.

• Check out camera reviews online prior to purchasing. www.dpreview.com is a favourite,
for not only can you download full size image files, you can also compare specs and 
performance between models.

Sharp tips for sharpshooters

• Fill the frame!
• Keep the camera totally still, rest it on something, tripod, bean bag? Use the ‘self timer’ 
for hands free operation.
• Select ‘macro’ for close up work.
• Turn that flash off! Light your subject properly, daylight is free and ideal! Experiment 
with your layout’s own lighting too.
• Check your white balance, ‘auto’ may not always be best – experiment with other 
settings. 
• Use the lowest ISO to minimise noise.
• Always use ‘superfine’ and ‘large’ – size really does matter!
• Get rid of that dust and thumb print on the lens!

• Make sure your subject is clean dust free!
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Websites

http://s145079212.onlinehome.us/rr/howto/photography/

https://www.x2011west.org/handouts/JS-Photo-RR-Models-X2011.pdf

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=50SwfOUvcWo

http://www.heliconsoft.com/heliconfocus.html

http://www.building-your-model-railroad.com/model-railroad-photos.html

http://div8.ncr-nmra.org/nav/files/lewis_photo_clinic07.pdf

http://www.nmra.org.au/Clinics/Model%20Railroad%20Photography.pdf

https://sites.google.com/site/railphotog/

http://modelrailroadersnotebook.blogspot.com/2014/01/model-railroad-photography.html

http://www.pecopublications.co.uk/assets/documents/Layout%20Photography%20Advice.pdf
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